ESCAPE, SEE,
TASTE, TOUCH +
EXPLORE AFRICA
LIKE NONE BEFORE

ESCAPE
WE DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY FROM START TO FINISH.
WE OFFER TRANSFORMATIVE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
THAT ARE FULLY IMMERSIVE AND TRULY UNIQUE.

“True originals, always bringing innovative ideas and personalised concepts to the table.”
Serge Dive - CEO and Founder - Beyond Luxury Media

SEE
“The most passionate, enthusiastic, talented specialists in their fields.”
Jen Murphy - Leading Outdoor and Adventure Journalist

OUR SKILLED ADVENTURE GUIDES
WILL SHOW YOU A SIDE OF AFRICA
THAT FEW EVER ENCOUNTER. JOIN
US FOR HANDS-ON ADVENTURE.

TASTE
THE ESSENCE OF A PLACE CAN BEST BE EXPERIENCED THROUGH
ITS FOOD. THAT’S WHY OUR FOOD EXPERIENCES ARE
SEASONAL AND LOCALLY SOURCED.

“A foodie experience like no other: offering a hands-on
approach beyond the confines of a restaurant.”
Bern Le Roux - Editor - Condé Nast Gourmet

TOUCH
WE OFFER BACK-TO-BASICS

TRAVEL THAT MAKES IT POSSIBLE
FOR YOU TO UNPLUG FROM THE
VIRTUAL WORLD AND CONNECT
WITH LOCAL PEOPLE.

“An educated, insider’s approach
to travel which separates authentic
travel from regular tourism.”
Lew Rood - Southern Africa’s leading
Tourism & Hospitality Consultant

EXPLORE
OUR ADVENTURE UTILITY VEHICLES ARE FITTED WITH
THE VERY BEST EQUIPMENT, SO YOU CAN EXPLORE
AFRICA JUST LIKE A LOCAL.

“A veritable basket full of exciting and innovative experiences for all ages.”
Nigel Vere Nicoll - Chief Executive - African Travel & Tourism Association

ESCAPE+EXPLORE OFFERS UNFORGETTABLE TOURS THAT ARE NOT
INTENDED TO CONSUME A WHOLE TRAVEL ITINERARY BUT OFFER A
ONE TO FIVE DAY GENUINE, ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFF THE BEATEN
TRACK ADVENTURE. CHOOSE BETWEEN OUR AWARD WINNING PRIVATE
CAPE ADVENTURES OR MIND-BLOWING WILDLIFE AND ADVENTURE
EXPERIENCES FURTHER AFIELD.
ESCAPE, SEE, TASTE, TOUCH + EXPLORE AFRICA LIKE NONE BEFORE

EXPLORE AFRICA

PURSUE A PASSION

PRIVATE ADVENTURE DAY TOURS

PHOTOGRAPHIC ADVENTURES

WILD CHILD FAMILY ADVENTURES

BIKE AFRICA

STAY & PLAY

HIKE & RUN AFRICA

OUT THERE EVENTS

SURF AFRICA

WILDLIFE SAFARIS

SUP AFRICA

PRIVATE ADVENTURE
DAY TOURS

Take a private day tour around Cape Town and its stunning surrounds. You will travel in one of
our highly equipped Adventure Utility Vehicles with your own skilled personal adventure guide.
Rest assured, this isn’t your average touristy whirlwind trip. It’s a truly unique experience that will
enable you to maximise your time outdoors meeting fascinating local characters, unearthing
their stories, all the while sampling delicious regional food and drink.

Cape Town like you’ve never imagined possible
- curated specifically to your needs.
Lindsy Terry - Sales & Marketing Manager - Ellerman House

Escape

The Cape from a new perspective. SUP with penguins, 4x4 scooters down Table Mountain, hike wild beaches in Cape Point.

See

The highlights from a local’s viewpoint. Grape Escapes, Winelands; Urban Safaris, Cape Town; Whales and Wildlife, Overberg.

Taste

On-board gourmet pantry and safari cooler. Pop-up tasting tables, wild picnics, urban foraging, adventure food pairing.

Touch

Be hands on, meet locals, explore nooks and crannies, unearth fascinating stories.

Explore Enjoy the flexibility of an equipped vehicle with state-of-the-art adventure equipment, refreshments and gourmet snack pantry.

WILD CHILD FAMILY
ADVENTURES

Give your family the ultimate African outdoor adventure. Our expert guides will
impart a passion for the African outdoors, providing exciting opportunities to learn
new sports, hear engaging stories from locals and explore wondrous new places.
Treasure adventure together. Your youngsters are guaranteed to make memories
that last a lifetime.

Connect through moments of
curiosity, discovery and good old fun.
Suzanne Bayly-Coupe - Managing Director - Classic Portfolio

Escape

Learn from Africa’s people and wildlife while developing new talents including, SUPing, surfing and mountain biking.

See

Cape Town day adventures, private African lifestyle homes, family safaris and adventure sport experiences.

Taste

Healthy simple local food. Pick-me-up snacks, wild picnics, interactive campfire cooking.

Touch

Challenge Africa’s past and learn about its future. Share experiences with local children.

Explore Join our Young Adventure Academy. Child-sized adventure and safety gear, toy boxes and optional travelling nannies.

STAY & PLAY

Our carefully curated selection of private African Lifestyle Homes, Boutique Hotels and
Lodges will enable you to immerse yourself in the great African outdoors while enjoying
a touch of luxury. A private Adventure Guide will discreetly host your stay. He or she will
be on hand to take you around the area in a fully equipped Adventure Utility Vehicle.

The perfect team with all the adventure gear you
need for the very best lifestyle homes in Africa.
Helen Untiedt - Co-Founder & Owner - Perfect Hideaways

Escape

Lifestyle accommodation with an attitude. Ideal for groups of friends, families and multi-generational travel.

See

Options dotted around South Africa and further afield including Mozambique, Seychelles, Mauritius, Zambia and Namibia.

Taste

Local readily available fresh food and specialities. Simple healthy in-house dining options prepared.

Touch

Discreet guides allow for privacy but are on hand to ensure you make the most of your surroundings.

Explore Fully serviced accommodation with state of the art adventure gear and an Adventure Utility Vehicle at your fingertips.

OUT THERE
EVENTS

Exceptional experiences for groups looking for once-in-a-lifetime adventures in an intimate, exclusive and
action-packed environment. Our team of dedicated professionals is on hand to assist with out-of-the-box
activities, one-of-a-kind gourmet dining experiences and magnificent special occasions. Our hands-on
approach and love for the unique, means we are able to offer seamless, well-organized experiences for
travelling groups, fun-for-everyone multigenerational family adventures, amazing one-of-a-kind experiential
occasions, and out-of-the-box corporate events.

incredible options so each person could indulge in their own
passion. we felt spoilt and certainly not like a big group.
Susan Huxter - 10th Year Reunion - Harvard Business School

Escape

Pioneering expeditions, unique venues, celebrity caterers, exclusive events, community involvement, and innovative experiences.

See

Exceptional guiding with multiple vehicles and unparalleled flexibility to suit all interests, ages and abilities.

Taste

Gather for a delicious private dining experience in breath-taking locations off the beaten track.

Touch

Beat the crowds to make Africa’s iconic destinations, activities and adventures a unique and exclusive experience.

Explore Our dedicated team’s hands-on approach ensures the perfect, most memorable moments and once-in-a-life time events.

© Michael Poliza

ADVENTURE UTILITY VEHICLE
OUR CUSTOM AUV’S ARE THE KEY TO FLEXIBLE ADVENTURE.
EACH COMES FULLY EQUIPPED AND READY FOR ACTION.

AFRICA’S TOP
ADVENTURE GUIDES

WETSUITS*

TRAILER WITH
MOUNTAIN BIKES
& SAFETY GEAR*

ON BOARD
WI-FI

DEDICATED
DRIVER*

HIKING
PACKS

INFLATABLE
SUPS & SOFAS

CHILDRENS
CAR SEAT

SURFBOARDS FOR
ALL STANDARDS*

TRAVELLING
NANNY*

CHILDRENS
TOY BOX

ONBOARD SAFARI COOLER
& GOURMET PANTRY
We Include a full refreshment bar and locally
sourced gourmet snack pantry with the option
of wild picnics and pop up tasting tables - so
you are never tied down to restaurant
reservations and can travel at your own pace.

*OPTIONAL

WILDLIFE SAFARIS WITH A
DIFFERENCE

On our bespoke African wildlife adventures you can saddle up and ride alongside
herds of antelope, paddle past wildlife in hidden waterways, swoop over vast stretches
of wilderness, stalk majestic elephants on foot and so much more. We have created
unforgettable horse, walking, mokoro (dugout canoe), microlight, mountain biking and
even stand-up paddling safaris that will get you heart-stoppingly close to the best the
continent has to offer.

An amuse-bouche of exciting experiences
to freshen up the traditional safari.
Henry Hallward - CEO - The Safari Guild

Escape

Step out of a traditional 4x4 for a far more connected safari experience.

See

Create pioneering safaris with a selection of Africa’s top safari professionals across Sub-Saharan Africa.

Taste

Restaurant quality food made for you in remote safari kitchens, often straight from the campfire.

Touch

Delve deeper and learn from the best - wildlife tracking, photography and videography.

Explore Follow wildlife on foot, horseback, microlight, mokoro, mountain bike or even stand-up paddle board.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ADVENTURES

Our photographic tours are personalised and customised experiences focusing
on the highlights of the places you are visiting - with photography in mind. We
specialize in getting you in the right place at the right time to capture the very
essence of a location, its people and wildlife. Our photographic guides are also
experienced adventure and culture guides, leaving you with memories and a whole
range of photographic skills and tips to use forever.

professional and memorable photographic experiences
delivered through truly immersive encounters.
Toby Jermyn - Owner - Pangolin Photo Safaris

Escape

More than just a photography tour, our focus is on truly experiencing the places you are visiting with your camera in hand.

See

Led by trained photographic guides that will get you in the right place at the right time.

Taste

Behind the scenes and off-the-beaten-track access at all the best locations, to help you capture a truly unique perspective.

Touch

Learn new photography skills and tips that will transform the way you capture your memories.

Explore We supply all photography gear, including cameras and complimentary memory cards.

BIKE AFRICA

Our skilled and knowledgeable guides include national cycling champions who can
keep pace with even the most experienced riders. However, the aim of our cycling
adventures is to slow things down (for some of the time at least!) so that you can truly
immerse yourself in the places you’re riding through. You’ll encounter new cultures
while getting a real taste of authentic local experiences.

Personalised, professional, incredible
experiences – adventurous fun sight-seeing
Nicole Smith - Director of Sales - Red Carnation Hotels South Africa

Escape

Privately escorted road and mountain biking suitable for all standards.

See

Cape Town, Winelands, Overberg and Garden Route. Backroads and mountain trails.

Taste

Energy-boosting onboard pantry and full refreshment cooler. Bike-friendly local cafés, wine farms and restaurants.

Touch

Cycling that tells the full story of the areas you are visiting. Bike guides with cultural guide qualifications.

Explore State-of-the-art bikes and daily support vehicle with everything onboard to explore both in and out of the saddle.

HIKE & RUN AFRICA
Take a guided hiking or running expedition along some of Africa’s wildest trails. You’ll stay in private
tented camps, rustic beach lodges and breathtaking mountain retreats where your luggage will be
in your accommodation after the day of hiking or running. Whatever the pace, you’ll be experiencing
transformative places and scrumptious food.

You at once feel connected with a blend of
natural alfresco encounters and zestful guides.
Alex Walker - Founder - Alex Walker’s Serian - Voted Best Safari Guide in Africa

Escape

One day or multiple day hike and trail running on some of Africa’s most iconic trails.

See

Stay in the wildest of locations with your luggage magically ready and waiting your arrival.

Taste

Forage on the hoof, gourmet fireside dining, and generous wholesome home cooked meals.

Touch

Meet isolated rural communities who will be equally amazed to see you as you will be to encounter them.

Explore Life at its most primitive on foot, and truly connected with your surroundings.

SURF AFRICA

Where else in the world would you use open safari vehicles to reach far-off waves via
Zulu villages, in a land where hippos roam free? Stay in luxury tented safari camps
where you can surf in the morning, and watch the Big Five in the afternoon. This
unique SURFari sets Africa’s surf scene apart from anywhere else in the world.

The quintessential African surf trip has been born!
Nikita Robb - 8 X SA Surf Champion - Escape+Explore Private Adventure Guide

Escape

Guided luxury surf adventures combining time in the water with exploring the wilds of Africa.

See

Cape Town to famous ‘J Bay’ via the Garden Route, or Durban to Mozambique via the uncrowded waves of Kwa-Zulu Natal.

Taste

Mix restaurant dining with fireside cooking under the stars.

Touch

A complete experience – guided by local surf legends in the water, and qualified cultural and wildlife guides on land.

Explore Custom-made equipment for all standards. Adventure Utility Vehicles and swell-chasing fly-in options.

SUP AFRICA

When last was a new mode of safari born? Come and paddle through picturesque
waterways in the Okavango Delta in Botswana, among the historic and uninhabited islands
of Mozambique, through the rainforests of Madagascar and follow the flow of a remote river
in the Namibian desert. Our team will travel ahead and set up camp each night so that you
can unwind and enjoy a delicious meal under the stars.

Experiences like this can change your world, your
thoughts, your expectations - your possible!
Chris Bertish - Big Wave Surfer, World Record Holder, 1st Person to SUP across the Atlantic

Escape

Africa’s first fully supported SUP Safaris – a new mode of adventure is born.

See

Cape Town and surrounds, Okavango Delta, Botswana, Quirimbas Archipelago, Mozambique, Orange River, SA and Namibia.

Taste

Full safari kitchen and gourmet campfire meals prepared under the stars by our support crew.

Touch

Expeditions combine local guides using mostly local modes of transport with our own expert guides.

Explore Hi-tech inflatable SUPs supported by wooden sailing dhows or traditional dugout canoes.

ADVENTURE PROFESSIONALS
WE BELIEVE THAT AFRICA’S TRUE TREASURES ARE ITS WILDERNESS,
ITS PEOPLE AND ITS SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE.

“Escape + Explore have managed to find (and stay) in that magical
and elusive space where luxury and adventure intersect.”
Ryan Wallace - Event Director - We Are Africa

Our Office based Adventure Architects are led by Ingram Casey,

one of the African travel industry’s true innovators. Our team puts an

Our Head Quarters are located in the heart of Noordhoek Farm

Village, home to some of Cape Town’s top food artisans who keep

incredible amount of effort into crafting your trip before you even

our traveling gourmet pantry well stocked! We also have a cinema

set foot on African soil. It’s all about creating personal experiences

space and fully equipped gear room where all our state-of-the-art

that allow you to delve deep.

adventure equipment is stored.

Our Guide Academy was established to ensure service consistency.

Our Safety Standards are the highest they can be. For us the

Our dedicated guiding program focuses on good story telling and

security of our guests is paramount. That’s why we plan and prepare

equipping our team to create as many hands-on travel opportunities

for every eventuality taking a safety first approach. With well-trained

as possible.

guides, direct access to a 24/7 crisis management center and a full
on the ground support team you are in safe hands.
INNOVATORS:

Winner 2016 We Are Africa Most Innovative Experience in Africa.
Short List 2014, 2015 We Are Africa Most Original Itinerary & Company in Africa.
Short List 2018 We Are Africa Shaping the Perceptions of African Travel.
Short List 2019 We Are Africa Engage Africa Uplifting Community Project.
7 Ideas changing the way we travel. Outside Magazine (US).
No.1 Way experience the unexpected side of Cape Town. Afar Magazine (US).
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BRAVE ADVENTURE ACADEMY
& INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

Making a difference
We are committed to training a cadre of African-born guides
who have the potential to be future leaders in the travel industry.
Our Adventure Academy Guides are between 14 and 18 years old
and they train alongside our veterans so that they can learn from
the best of the best.
Rock Girl is the focus of our Academy and Internship program - a
grassroots nonprofit movement from one of Cape Town’s most
underserved communities empowering girls to stay in school
and become economically independent young women.

“Escape+Explore’s commitment to responsible
tourism and philanthropic travel comes from their
heart and not merely a desire to tick a box.”
James Fernie - Founding Director - Uthando (Love)
South Africa
“Escape+Explore gives us the confidence not only
to speak out, but to climb mountains, surf waves,
and explore our own country!”
Miche Williams - Rock Girl from Manenberg, (Age 18)

escape@escapeexplore.com
+27 (0)21 791 0333 I +27 (0)21 789 0142
Noordhoek Farm Village, Cape Town
escapeexplore

